
GEORGE SCHUYER ESSAY

But journalist George Schuyler denied that there was such a thing as â€œblack artâ€• or a black sensibility. In this
article, â€œThe Negro Art Hokum,â€• Schuyler.

His unfairness and unwillingness to recognize the differences and beauty in the works was staggering.
Mencken, who frequently published Schuyler's essays in The American Mercury, said of him, "I am more and
more convinced that he is the most competent editorial writer now in practice in this great free republic. By
the end of the s, Schuyler began to acquire a national reputation as an iconoclast; despite his constant attacks
on white racism, his commitment to exposing fraud, regardless of race, caused some African Americans to
doubt his racial loyalty. The book includes many essays that are not well known as well as pieces that have
never before been published. Hughes makes no argument. He denounced rioting and marching alike as
communist-inspired, made light of the "Black is Beautiful" promotion of African hair and clothing styles, and
stated in an editorial that Martin Luther King was undeserving of the Nobel Peace Prize. Schuyler came to
New York City, where he did menial jobs for a few years, while studying on his own. What are the artist's
roles both in forming and preserving community? At any rate, read the book. Negro art there has been, is, and
will be among the numerous black nations of Africa; but to suggest the possibility of any such development
among the ten million colored people in this republic is self-evident foolishness. If the European immigrant
after two or three generations of exposure to our schools, politics, advertising, moral crusades, and restaurants
becomes indistinguishable from the mass of Americans of the older stock despite the influence of the
foreign-language press , how much truer must it be of the sons of Ham who have been subjected to what the
uplifters call Americanism for the last three hundred years. Correspondence , undated contains miscellaneous
correspondence and correspondence relating to American Opinion, American Opinion Speaker's Bureau, and
Monrovia, Liberia. Johnson, National Urban League, PDF Harlem and Boley, Oklahoma, represent, in
geographic terms, the separationist-integrationist tension that runs through the discourse on the place of blacks
in American life see 1: Community as Place. In short, the art of Homo Africanus was about to electrify the
waiting world. Their daughter, Philippa Duke Schuyler, born in , was a child prodigy. Belsidus' Church of
Love, his mouthpiece, the Rev. Mencken , who wrote, "I am more and more convinced that [Schuyler] is the
most competent editorial writer now in practice in this great free republic. To date, four of his serialized
novels have been reprinted into two volumes: Black Empire and Ethiopian Stories  This was followed by a
profile on Harlem and in a tour of Latin America assessing racial conditions there. These writings reveal both
the presence and the limits of conservatism in the African American intellectual tradition. The amount,
however, is very small, but such as it is, it is meritorious because it is literature and not Negro literature. As
Belsidus confides to his protege, reporter Carl Slater, "It sounds mad, doesn't it? I shared my own stories from
graduate school of being punished for pointing out an obvious misinterpretation of a double negative in a book
on John Stuart Mill. Both, in his mind, contained ignorant, conniving preachers who exploited their listeners
for personal gain. Thinly veiled caricatures portray DuBois "Dr. The articles were condemned by Marcus
Garvey supporters, but based on the experience he published Slaves Today: A Story of Liberia  The "racial
mountain" is the "urge. His thesis, though at the end of the article, was a strong one. As time went on, and
black Americans became less and less hostile towards socialism in general, and leading communists, in
particular, as attested to by the acceptance of the circle around the Rev. The early half of was spent editing
The National News, a small newspaper for the United Colored Democracy, a Harlem based Democratic Party
club, even though Schuyler for much of his life voted Republican. You are rulersâ€¦. As journalist, socialist,
novelist, right-wing conservative, and, finally, political outcast, his thought was rife with insight and
contradiction. And under no less than seven pseudonyms, in addition to occasional work under his own name,
he wrote the serial pulp fiction that proved to be the Courier's most popular feature Samuel I. Rather daring for
 How does Schuyler handle the issue of racial stereotyping? From March, July, , writing under seven
pseudonyms, in addition to his own name, Schuyler published 63 short stories and 19 serialized novellas in the
pages of the Pittsburgh Courier. And one refuses to return a paper to a student disputing his grade. And so, we
must toss out the dogmas we have been taught, and continue to be taught about American history.


